Setting complex tasks to single units in the avian auditory forebrain. I: Processing of complex artificial stimuli.
In the auditory forebrain (field L) of the European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), single unit responses were recorded for a wide range of complex stimuli, comprising different forms of amplitude and frequency modulation. About two-third of the units locked to sinusoidal modulation regardless of whether frequency (SFM) or amplitude (SAM) was modulated. On average, however, frequency led to stronger synchronization. Both the proportion of phase locking and its mean strength showed a low-pass dependence on modulation frequency. The lower efficiency of amplitude modulation is also visible in unit responses when SAM is combined with (random) frequency modulation. For the assessment of response strength and its comparison across the tested repertoire of complex stimuli, a new index (REX) is introduced which primarily weighs similarity of the spike trains in identically repeated stimulus runs. Applied to a set of 311 field L neurons, also this approach discloses the two stimulus classes lacking frequency modulation (pure tone and SAM) as the least effective. A new measure for response latency, the Effective Response Delay (ERD), based on the spike-triggered analysis of responses to randomly frequency-modulated sounds (RFM), reflects physiological delays better than conventional latency. So, ERD correction of SAM and SFM Period Histograms allowed to disclose response effective stimulus ranges independent of modulation frequency.